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Preface ： 
Hong Kong Government is knocking down more than two thousand public housing flats a year, without 
concerning the survival of developed community inside each housing area. 
As buildings go through cycles of prosperity and decline as their functions change. Continues design can help us to re-use 
and beautify what is there - redundant buildings, cracks and spaces in the fabric. Therefore, I would like to regenerate 
and transform the decayed inner neighbourhoods and families that are bursting with under-exploited opportunites. 
Critical Issues : 
Sustainability of social community 
As community develop through a long term relationship, the existing housing block contain a high level of social value. 
Besides, the living environment in the housing complex is an integrated part of community life, which makes the sense of 
place in the community. 
Design Life Spend of building structure 
As the design Life Spend of building structure is usually more than 50 years, so by using the method of rehabilitation to 
renovate existing housing block can save a lot of resource and energy and maximize the life cycle of the building and 
extend to increase property values. 
Functional transformation 
As the main problem of the existing housing block is about the functional of the spaces inside, so the transformation of the 
spaces in the flat and common facilities can help to accommodate up to dates needs of current families. Moreover, the 
new units can also be converted into other forms to fulfill different requirements. 
Aims ： 
a. To develop a transformable structural system to accomplish the continuity of family dwelling. 
b. To analysis the existing housing blocks in the angle of rehabilitation. 
c. To examine the possibility of transformation of community development. 
Thesis statement: 
I > 
By analysing both the local and foreign examples of the housing rehabilitation, to build up a transformable system of units 
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Forming of lively open space 
New low rise housing and amenities facilites 
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Positioning dwelling types in the block 
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Wah Fu Estate 
霍 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Geographical district: HK Island South 
Estate area : 39103 m sq. 
No. of units : 9070 
Construction period : 1962-1976 
Total Population Now : 31332 
Background 
Just 18 years after the Shek Kip Mei fire, the tragedy that kick-started Hong Kong's public housing, 
Wah Fu Estate - the first estate built with the "new town concept" 一 was completed. The construc-
tion of Wah Fu Estate was a pioneering move in response to the growing population and scarcity 
of usable urban and suburban land. Located on the south coast of Hong Kong Island well away 
from the city centre, it was to provide some 60,000 residents with more than lodging for the night. 
For this reason the concept of town planning was incorporated into estate construction, with the 
objective of developing the area into a town that would be self-sufficient with all. necessary services, 
shops and community facilities. 
Planning began as early as 1965 when the administration allocated a piece of land on the south-
ern coast of Hong Kong Island to the former Housing Authority. At first Mr Donald Liao, the estate's 
chief architect at the time, was doubtful of the attractiveness of such a remote location, but the 
picturesque evironment instantly won him over on his first site visit. He decided to do all he could to 
take advantage of the view and the landscape to build "the best estate ever for Hong Kong citizens" 
It is quite obvious that a lot of thinking was put into the construction plan for Wah Fu Estate. To 
match the actual landscape of the site, and to make it possible for the greatest number of residents 
to appreciate its beautiful views, the buildings nearest the sea were low, while those farther away 
were taller with twenty-two storeys. 
Yet the biggest challenge of te Wah Fu project was its remote location and the lack of adequate -
transport facilities. The ideal approach was therefore to turn Wah Fu into a self-contained commu-
nity with its own town centre, schools, shopping malls, banks market and bus terminus as well as a 
library and a multi-storey car park. Although some committee members of the former Housing Au-
thority questioned the necessity of certain amenities such as a library and a multi-storey car park, 
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2 bedrooms flat (50.0 m sq.) bedroom flat (33.0 m sq.) 
bedroom flat (27.6 m sq.and 43.5 m sq.) 3 bedrooms flat (67.0 m sq.) 
Design Options 
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